**Chapter Review**

**Word Building**

Construct medical terms from the following meanings. (Some are built from word parts, some are not.) The first question has been completed for you as an example.

1. identification of an illness
2. maintaining internal stability
3. common synonym of CAT scan
4. of long duration
5. the study of disease
6. a disease of short duration
7. divides the body into superior and inferior portions
8. body cavity inferior to the diaphragm
9. procedure using a long flexible tube
10. term for a finding following an objective examination
11. formed from similarly grouped cells
12. area of the chest
13. MRI
14. on top of the stomach
15. pertaining to the lung
16. divides the body vertically into right and left portions
17. pertaining to the navel
18. a common cause of disease
19. study of body structure
20. study of nature
21. pertaining to the back
22. pertaining to the belly
23. pertaining to above
24. pertaining to the front
25. pertaining to the middle
26. pertaining to below
27. region of below the stomach
28. region of the loin
29. cavity that contains the heart
30. cavity that contains the urinary bladder, internal reproductive organs, and parts of the small and large intestines

**Medical Terms**
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